To support our team, we are looking for a

**Working student data engineering**

**About us**
We are looking for people who are up to the task of digitizing the job advertising market with us. GOhiring offers digital infrastructure for companies, HR IT-systems, job portals and agencies to enable more direct and productive ways of collaborating. That way, job postings can be published via an API and managed with transparency via digital processes. Thanks to state-of-the-art tools, we have also digitized our own working environment and set up everything for #remote work from anywhere in the world.

**Remote culture** - Work wherever you are most productive - at home, while traveling or in our office in Berlin. Benefit from processes and mindsets which are 100% oriented towards working flexible hours in the location of your choice.

**Small, agile team** - We believe that work is simply more fun in small teams. Experienced colleagues, jointly defined company targets, a direct exchange and lots of creative leeway: That is what constitutes our understanding of productivity.

**Complex challenges** - Due to our central role in the market, we are closely interlinked with all the players and are able to reach unparalleled depths when it comes to digitizing business processes. In doing so, we encounter new challenges time and time again which are waiting to be solved for the benefit of all market players.

**Your role**
- As part of the data team, you will be co-responsible for further developing our data warehouse and solutions for the flow and access of information, such as the ETL process
- Create reports by writing queries on the data warehouse using SQL
- Support the development of dashboards that visualize and analyze data from HR processes
- Depending on your interests and skills, you will be assigned further tasks which will come as a result of our growth and development

**Your profile**
- Currently enrolled in technical studies (computer sciences, business informatics,...)
- First work experience with SQL (ideally PostgreSQL)
- Passionate about new technologies and tools
- Interest in growing and learning with a team long-term
- Availability +15 hours per week
- Fluent in English

**Sounds like an interesting challenge for you?**
We believe in culture first, skills second: If you are truly interested in this job, you should apply - even if you do not fulfill 100% of the requirements.

Send us your profile to [joinus@gohiring.com](mailto:joinus@gohiring.com) and ideally some words about yourself. For questions you can always contact Uta Sommer. We look forward to getting to know you better!